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Battling the effects of climate change and the challenges 
of COVID-19 proves that it pays to be able to pivot 
quickly, embrace change and focus on innovation. As we 
press onward, the traditional outlook for how things should 
progress may no longer make sense. 

With remote work here to stay and the wellbeing of 
citizens, the environment and all the creatures that inhabit it 
at the forefront, IT leaders in natural resources should be 
working hard on developing a revised vision for their 
departments and the steps they need to take to achieve it. 
Microsoft 365 tools like Power BI and Power 
Automate can help illuminate a path forward. Power BI 
can deliver powerful, data-rich visuals the offer IT 
leadership new insights and pinpoint where efficiency 
improvements can be made. Power Automate can help 
transform paper-based process into automated functions 
while eliminating redundancies. 

Whether working remotely, in the field or back in 
the office, natural resources staff need the ability to 
collaborate whenever and wherever they are. From 
large, statewide agencies with multiple districts to 
city parks departments, the business of protecting 
and defending natural resources never stops.

Over the past 15 months, Kiefer has helped a 
variety of state and local government organizations 
leverage SharePoint Online and Microsoft 
Teams to bridge their collaboration gaps. With 
SharePoint Online, multiple users can work on a 
single document, simultaneously. This allows your 
team to have a “single-source-of-truth” to deliver all 
the crucial data needed to run your business.

With the proliferation of hybrid work, having the right 
technology is critical. From routine meetings to interviewing 
and hiring new candidates, Microsoft 365 helps you build 
and grow your team no matter where people are. 

Digital transformation sometimes happens 
bit-by-bit and sometimes all at once, as we 
collectively grappled with in 2020. Moving to 
Microsoft 365 makes reacting to, responding to 
and recovering from unexpected circumstances 
less stressful and more successful. 

Transforming technology with Microsoft 365 also 
means IT leaders and their teams can spend 
more time experimenting with and developing 
innovative solutions. Tools like Power Apps 
offer low code app development capabilities 
that are easy enough for virtually anyone in the 
organization to master. Process automation in the 
Power Platform can free up skilled 
employees to focus on the things they do best.  www.kieferconsulting.com
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Contact Kiefer to learn more and talk to our experts.

Kiefer worked collabratively with 
CDFW on the Marine Species Portal.Public-Facing Website


